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Vintage, 2008. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy
in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: "Every
age finds the writers it needs, and the nuclear age has found
Richard Rhodes." -The Nation "Throughout his assiduously
researched work, Rhodes cites stunning statistics to support his
contention that the nuclear competition has run amok . . .
dense with crucial, revealing information obtained from
personal interviews and newly declassified documents,
Rhodes'sArsenals of Follyis a dramatic and penetrating
investigation of the nuclear arms race and its eventual end." -
The Philadelphia Inquirer "A terrifying overview of the global
potential for killing." -The Economist "Rhodes performs the
remarkable feat of reconstructing all the niggling, the
misunderstanding, the moments of obtuseness in a way that
proves dramatic precisely in its repetitiveness and frustration."
-Newsday "His artful narrative contains some real gems." -New
York Times Book Review "Highly detailed and gripping . . . a
chilling conclusion." -Scientific American "Rich and riveting . . .
a splendid writer . . . harrowing." -Los Angeles Times Book
Review "Using an impressive range of sources, clean writing
and a clear sense of the dramatic, Rhodes triumphs." -Rocky
Mountain News "As a contribution to our understanding of the
latter...
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This book is definitely not e ortless to start on reading through but extremely fun to learn. Better then never, though i
am quite late in start reading this one. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Aliya  Fr a necki-- Aliya  Fr a necki

I actually started out reading this article ebook. This is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Its
been developed in an extremely easy way and it is just a er i finished reading this book in which in fact modified me,
change the way i really believe.
-- Antonetta  R itchie IV-- Antonetta  R itchie IV
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